HUDSON FIBER NETWORK DEPLOYS SMART GRID SOLUTIONS FOR HYPER
SCALERS AND ENTERPRISES WITH COLOGIX IN NEW JERSEY

PARAMUS & PARSIPPANY, NJ APRIL 3, 2018 – Hudson Fiber Network (HFN), the premier
data transport provider offering high-bandwidth, low-latency fiber networking solutions for
financial, content, carrier and enterprise customers, and Cologix, a network neutral
interconnection and data center company, announced today that HFN is building their Smart Grid
connectivity into Cologix’s next-generation data center, NNJ3, in Parsippany, New Jersey.
The HFN Smart Grid technology enables Cologix customers access to purpose-built LAN
connectivity with WAN distances to its 1,600 network, managed services, cloud, media, content,
financial services and enterprise customers. With its PoP in Northern New Jersey with Cologix,
HFN expands its footprint to meet the demand for services at the edge.
“Building “Smart Grid” connectivity at NNJ3, and ultimately across the Cologix data center
locations nationwide, will enable us to connect the fastest growing business communities across
nine North America markets, while giving our customers access to new and niche markets,”
comments Keith Muller, COO, HFN. “Not only will we deliver network connectivity and highly
reliable infrastructure across Cologix locations, we be a valuable resource to respond to their
customers’ complex connectivity requirements.”
“Cologix continues to grow the digital edge which includes providing an ecosystem to host the
Hyper Scalers, managed service providers, software as a service (SAAS) providers, enterprises
and network service providers,” comments Brian Cox, COO, Cologix. “With the addition of HFN
as a network services partner, we continue our focus on providing value to our customers by
enabling low cost easy access to high performance network providers.”
Commenting on this announcement, Cologix and HFN’s customer, Steve Yatko, CEO of Oktay
Technology, a leader in high volume, ultra-low latency computing, massive parallel processing,
big data analysis and emerging technology.
“We advise customers in enterprise computing for large-scale financial and analytic trading
systems, and we see this PoP in NNJ3 as a win-win for all. Coupled with Cologix’s innovative
data center design and capability; HFN brings years of expertise designing and deploying
complex, niche specialty connectivity solutions that will prove to be a valuable asset to Cologix
customers when building and strengthening their network performance.”
With the implementation of its “Smart Grid” with Cologix, HFN reinforces its “Smart Grid” strategy
and its position as the premier data transport provider for high-bandwidth, low-latency fiber
networking solutions for local and global enterprises in the tri-state market.
For more information about about HFN, visit www.hudsonfiber.com. For more information about
Cologix, visit www.cologix.com.

ABOUT HUDSON FIBER NETWORK (HFN)
Hudson Fiber Network (HFN) is a premier data transport provider, offering flexible networking
solutions to help increase network efficiency and lower overall networking expenditures for
financial, content, carrier and enterprise clients. HFN fully owns and operates the HFN Northeast
Network connecting over 90 locations of the busiest traffic hubs in New York and New Jersey and
onto its national WAN spanning the top 16 markets in the U.S. The HFN suite of purpose-built
solutions enables clients with increased network efficiency and lower overall networking
expenditures.
Services include Gigabit Ethernet, optical wave solutions and IP connectivity (10 MB through 100
Gig), and are delivered in and between key U.S. and global metropolitan markets. HFN was
established in 2002 and is headquartered in Paramus, New Jersey.
For more information, please visit www.hudsonfiber.com or contact 1-888-HFN-4573.
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ABOUT COLOGIX INC.
Cologix provides reliable, secure, scalable data center and interconnection solutions from 25
prime interconnection locations across 9 strategic North American edge markets. Over 1,600
leading network, managed services, cloud, media, content, financial services and enterprise
customers trust Cologix to support their business-critical infrastructure and connect them to
customers, vendors and partners. Our dedicated, experienced local teams and scalable solutions
enable us to provide industry leading customer service and the ability to successfully support
customers at the Internet’s new edge.
For a tour of one of our data centers in Columbus, Dallas, Jacksonville, Lakeland, Minneapolis,
Montreal, New Jersey, Toronto or Vancouver visit www.cologix.com or email sales@cologix.com.
Follow Cologix on LinkedIn and Twitter. ###
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